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Fixed Income Relative Value Analysis
A Practitioner's Guide to Factor Models
The Practitioner's Guide to Data Quality Improvement
offers a comprehensive look at data quality for
business and IT, encompassing people, process, and
technology. It shares the fundamentals for
understanding the impacts of poor data quality, and
guides practitioners and managers alike in socializing,
gaining sponsorship for, planning, and establishing a
data quality program. It demonstrates how to institute
and run a data quality program, from first thoughts
and justifications to maintenance and ongoing
metrics. It includes an in-depth look at the use of data
quality tools, including business case templates, and
tools for analysis, reporting, and strategic planning.
This book is recommended for data management
practitioners, including database analysts, information
analysts, data administrators, data architects,
enterprise architects, data warehouse engineers, and
systems analysts, and their managers. Offers a
comprehensive look at data quality for business and
IT, encompassing people, process, and technology.
Shows how to institute and run a data quality
program, from first thoughts and justifications to
maintenance and ongoing metrics. Includes an indepth look at the use of data quality tools, including
business case templates, and tools for analysis,
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reporting, and strategic planning.

Applied Financial Macroeconomics and
Investment Strategy
For most of the past 50 years the simplest asset
allocation solution was often the best. A balanced
portfolio of stocks and bonds provided the investor
with good returns. Unfortunately, this approach is not
likely to work as well in the future. Interest rates are
close to historic lows, equity valuations and bond
prices appear stretched, and global economic growth
has slowed. Investors need a new asset allocation
solution. In Portfolio Construction for Today's Markets,
BlackRock Portfolio Manager and investment expert
Russ Koesterich addresses this problem by describing
the step-by-step approach to building a portfolio
consistent with investor goals and suited to today’s
market environment. This portfolio construction
process is divided into six stages, beginning with
setting objectives and moving through assessing risk
tolerance, diversification, the importance of factors,
generating return assumptions, and combining assets
in a risk-controlled manner. In the final chapter, Mr
Koesterich presents a highly useful summary of the
five fundamental rules of asset allocation and a fivestep checklist to follow when constructing portfolios.
For investors and their advisors constructing portfolio
in today's markets, this book is an indispensable new
guide.

Mastering Professional Scrum
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This edition includes explanations of the state of the
lease and asset finance industry; portfolio
management and the impact of Basle capital
adequacy provisions for the asset finance industry;
transaction structures and synthetic leases, amongst
other subjects.

Leasing and Asset Finance
Property asset management requires both day-to-day
oversight of rental properties and an ability to
maximize the potential of the portfolio through
forward thinking and practical planning. Successful
property managers must be flexible and proactive
whilst maintaining a robust knowledge of technical,
financial and legal aspects of the leasing system.
Property Asset Management is a practical guide to the
key principles of successful property management,
perfect for both student and practitioner alike. In this
book, Douglas Scarrett and Jan Wilcox demonstrate
how to successfully manage properties for the varying
needs of clients ranging from individual property
owners to large international commercial ventures. As
well as the basic theory, Property Asset Management
discusses the process of active management, the
strategic objectives, performance measurement, and
the key financial and operational information needed
for high quality and comprehensive reporting to
clients. This fourth edition has new chapters on
corporate real estate and financial management, and
has been extensively rewritten to incorporate recent
developments in property management. Software
screenshots are used to illustrate salient points and
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readers are provided with a thorough overview of the
latest legal aspects of land ownership and tenancy
arrangements. With everything you need for
successful property asset management, this book
both caters for the needs of RICS accredited and
business courses and serves as a handy guide for
everyday practice.

Quantitative Value, + Web Site
As a result of prevailing monetary conditions since the
global financial crisis, the world has witnessed
unprecedented growth in global corporate credit
markets. Yet, despite the trillions of dollars put to
work in the debt capital markets, corporate credit is
still an unfamiliar concept to most investors compared
to other asset classes, such as equities and
commodities. Every red-top newspaper and 24-hour
news service is happy to report the latest twitch in
the Dow, FTSE or Stoxx indices but momentous
moves in the iBoxx or iTraxx go unmentioned. And
whereas many a talking head is happy to pose as an
equity analyst, few feel comfortable venturing into
the arcana of credit. Yet the corporate credit market,
as the authors of this new book show, is both
materially larger than its equity peer and has shown
more attractive risk/reward characteristics over the
last 90-odd years. In Opening Credit, career credit
professionals, Justin McGowan and Duncan Sankey,
aim to redress this by drawing on their more than 50
years' collective experience in the field to elucidate a
practitioner’s approach to corporate credit
investment. Whilst explaining the basics of traditional
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credit analysis and affirming its value, McGowan and
Sankey also caution against its shortcomings. They
demonstrate the need both to penetrate the veil of
accounting to get to the economic reality behind the
annuals and interim numbers and to analyse the
individuals that drive them - the key executives and
board members. They employ a range of cogent and
easy-to-follow case studies to illustrate the value of
their executive- and governance-led approach, which
places management front and centre in
understanding corporate credit. Opening Credit will
appeal to all those seeking a better understanding of
corporate credit, including analysts looking to develop
their skills, fund managers (especially those with an
eye to SRI), bankers, IFAs, financial journalists,
academics and students of finance.

A Practitioner's Guide to Securitisation
A comprehensive guide to new and existing
accounting practices for fixed income securities and
interest rate derivatives The financial crisis forced
accounting standard setters and market regulators
around the globe to come up with new proposals for
modifying existing practices for investment
accounting. Accounting for Investments, Volume 2:
Fixed Income and Interest Rate Derivatives covers
these revised standards, as well as those not yet
implemented, in detail. Beginning with an overview of
the financial products affected by these
changes?defining each product, the way it is
structured, its advantages and disadvantages, and
the different events in the trade life cycle?the book
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then examines the information that anyone, person or
institution, holding fixed income security and interest
rate investments must record. Offers a
comprehensive overview of financial products
including fixed income and interest rate derivatives
like interest rate swaps, caps, floors, collars, cross
currency swaps, and more Follows the trade life cycle
of each product Explains how new and anticipated
changes in investment accounting affect the
investment world Accurately recording and reporting
investments across financial products requires
extensive knowledge both of new and existing
practices, and Accounting for Investments, Volume 2,
Fixed Income Securities and Interest Rate Derivatives
covers this important topic in-depth, making it an
invaluable resource for professional and novice
accountants alike.

Asset Liability Management Optimisation
In The Money Markets Handbook Moorad Choudhry
provides, in one comprehensive volume, the
description, trading, analysis and calculations of the
major markets around the world, providing worked
examples and exercises throughout to provide a
landmark publication on this important topic. Unique
features, including a list of conventions and trading
rules in virtually every market in the world, means
that this book is relevant to virtually every money
market in the world. Includes an in depth treatment of
repo markets, asset and liability management,
banking regulatory requirements and other topics
that would usually be found only in separate books
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Written with clarity in mind, this book is vital reading
for anyone with an interest in the global money
markets Features coverage of derivative money
market products including futures and swaps, and the
latest developments not covered in current texts

Opening Credit
Since the formalization of asset allocation in 1952
with the publication of Portfolio Selection by Harry
Markowitz, there have been great strides made to
enhance the application of this groundbreaking
theory. However, progress has been uneven. It has
been punctuated with instances of misleading
research, which has contributed to the stubborn
persistence of certain fallacies about asset allocation.
A Practitioner's Guide to Asset Allocation fills a void in
the literature by offering a hands-on resource that
describes the many important innovations that
address key challenges to asset allocation and dispels
common fallacies about asset allocation. The authors
cover the fundamentals of asset allocation, including
a discussion of the attributes that qualify a group of
securities as an asset class and a detailed description
of the conventional application of mean-variance
analysis to asset allocation.. The authors review a
number of common fallacies about asset allocation
and dispel these misconceptions with logic or hard
evidence. The fallacies debunked include such notions
as: asset allocation determines more than 90% of
investment performance; time diversifies risk;
optimization is hypersensitive to estimation error;
factors provide greater diversification than assets and
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are more effective at reducing noise; and that equally
weighted portfolios perform more reliably out of
sample than optimized portfolios. A Practitioner's
Guide to Asset Allocation also explores the
innovations that address key challenges to asset
allocation and presents an alternative optimization
procedure to address the idea that some investors
have complex preferences and returns may not be
elliptically distributed. Among the challenges
highlighted, the authors explain how to overcome
inefficiencies that result from constraints by
expanding the optimization objective function to
incorporate absolute and relative goals
simultaneously. The text also explores the challenge
of currency risk, describes how to use shadow assets
and liabilities to unify liquidity with expected return
and risk, and shows how to evaluate alternative asset
mixes by assessing exposure to loss throughout the
investment horizon based on regime-dependent risk.
This practical text contains an illustrative example of
asset allocation which is used to demonstrate the
impact of the innovations described throughout the
book. In addition, the book includes supplemental
material that summarizes the key takeaways and
includes information on relevant statistical and
theoretical concepts, as well as a comprehensive
glossary of terms.

A Practitioner's Guide to Asset Allocation
This is a highly, practical application-oriented guide to
mergers and acquisitions. It quickly covers what one
needs to know, when, what to expect, and how to do
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it. This book covers: (1) strategy development; (2)
deal flow and target identification; (3) due diligence;
(4) valuation and offers; (5) tax structuring; (6)
negotiation; (7) integration and value creation; (8)
contracts and watch outs; (9) postclosing issues; (10)
deal audits; and (11) organizational learning. This
book will be divided by topic rather than chapter (103
topics) and will consist of bullet points rather than
lengthy narrative. Thus making it easier for the user
to read and digest the material. There will be
numerous exhibits, forms, and examples that further
enhance the material discussed in the text. A website
will be provided that contains downloadable forms
that the reader can use.

Modern Asset Allocation for Wealth
Management
“Our job as Scrum professionals is to continually
improve our ability to use Scrum to deliver products
and services that help customers achieve valuable
outcomes. This book will help you to improve your
ability to apply Scrum.” –From the Foreword by Ken
Schwaber, co-author of Scrum Mastering Professional
Scrum is for anyone who wants to deliver increased
value by using Scrum more effectively. Leading
Scrum practitioners Stephanie Ockerman and Simon
Reindl draw on years of Scrum training and coaching
to help you return to first principles and apply Scrum
with the professionalism required to achieve its
transformative potential. The authors aim to help you
focus on proven Scrum approaches for improving
quality, getting and using fast feedback, and
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becoming more adaptable, instead of “going through
the motions” and settling for only modest
improvements. Whether you’re a Scrum Master,
Development Team member, or Product Owner, you’ll
find practical advice for facing challenges with
transparency and courage, overcoming a wide array
of common challenges, and continually improving
your Scrum practice. Realistically assess your current
Scrum practice, and identify areas for improvement
Recognize what a great Scrum Team looks like and
get there Focus on “Done”–not “sort-of-Done” or
“almost-Done” Measure and optimize the value
delivered by every Product Increment Improve the
way you plan, develop, and grow Clear away wider
organizational impediments to agility and
professionalism Overcome common misconceptions
that stand in the way of progress Register your book
for convenient access to downloads, updates, and/or
corrections as they become available. See inside book
for details.

Financial Statement Analysis
An authoritative resource for the wealth management
industry that bridges the gap between modern
perspectives on asset allocation and practical
implementation An advanced yet practical dive into
the world of asset allocation, Modern Asset Allocation
for Wealth Management provides the knowledge
financial advisors and their robo-advisor counterparts
need to reclaim ownership of the asset allocation
component of their fiduciary responsibility. Wealth
management practitioners are commonly taught the
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traditional mean-variance approach in CFA and similar
curricula, a method with increasingly limited
applicability given the evolution of investment
products and our understanding of real-world client
preferences. Additionally, financial advisors and
researchers typically receive little to no training on
how to implement a robust asset allocation
framework, a conceptually simple yet practically very
challenging task. This timely book offers professional
wealth managers and researchers an up-to-date and
implementable toolset for managing client portfolios.
The information presented in this book far exceeds
the basic models and heuristics most commonly used
today, presenting advances in asset allocation that
have been isolated to academic and institutional
portfolio management settings until now, while
simultaneously providing a clear framework that
advisors can immediately deploy. This rigorous
manuscript covers all aspects of creating client
portfolios: setting client risk preferences, deciding
which assets to include in the portfolio mix,
forecasting future asset performance, and running an
optimization to set a final allocation. An important
resource for all wealth management fiduciaries, this
book enables readers to: Implement a rigorous yet
streamlined asset allocation framework that they can
stand behind with conviction Deploy both neoclassical and behavioral elements of client
preferences to more accurately establish a client risk
profile Incorporate client financial goals into the asset
allocation process systematically and precisely with a
simple balance sheet model Create a systematic
framework for justifying which assets should be
included in client portfolios Build capital market
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assumptions from historical data via a statistically
sound and intuitive process Run optimization methods
that respect complex client preferences and realworld asset characteristics Modern Asset Allocation
for Wealth Management is ideal for practicing
financial advisors and researchers in both traditional
and robo-advisor settings, as well as advanced
undergraduate and graduate courses on asset
allocation.

Regenerating Urban Land
As western governments issue increasing amounts of
debt, the fixedincome markets have never been more
important. Yet the methods foranalyzing these
markets have failed to keep pace with
recentdevelopments, including the deterioration in
the credit quality ofmany sovereign issuers. In Fixed
Income Relative Value Analysis,Doug Huggins and
Christian Schaller address this gap with a set
ofanalytic tools for assessing value in the markets for
governmentbonds, interest rate swaps, and related
basis swaps, as well asassociated futures and options.
Taking a practitioner’s point of view, the book
presentsthe theory behind market analysis in
connection with tools forfinding and expressing trade
ideas. The extensive use of actualmarket examples
illustrates the ways these analytic tools can beapplied
in practice. The book covers: Statistical models for
quantitative market analysis, inparticular mean
reversion models and principal componentanalysis.
An in-depth approach to understanding swap spreads
in theoryand in practice. A comprehensive discussion
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of the various basis swaps and theircombinations. The
incorporation of credit default swaps in yield
curveanalysis. A classification of option trades, with
appropriate analysistools for each category. Fitted
curve techniques for identifying relative value
amongdifferent bonds. A multi-factor delivery option
model for bond futurecontracts. Fixed Income Relative
Value Analysis provides aninsightful presentation of
the relevant statistical and financialtheories, a
detailed set of statistical and financial tools
derivedfrom these theories, and a multitude of actual
trades resultingfrom the application of these tools to
the fixed income markets. Assuch, it’s an
indispensable guide for relative valueanalysts,
relative value traders, and portfolio managers for
whomsecurity selection and hedging are part of the
investmentprocess.

The Practitioner's Guide to Defense of
EPL Claims
The absolute and relative performance of various
asset classes is systematically related to
macroeconomic trends. In this new book, Robert
McGee provides a thorough guide to each stage of the
business cycle and analyzes the investment
implications using real-world examples linking
economic dynamics to investment results.

Practitioner's Complete Guide to M&As
Information risk management (IRM) is about
identifying, assessing and prioritising risks to keep
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information secure and available. This accessible
book provides practical guidance to the principles and
development of a strategic approach to an IRM
programme. The only textbook for the BCS
Practitioner Certificate in Information Risk
Management.

The Portable Financial Analyst
Regenerating Urban Land draws on the experience of
eight case studies from around the world. The case
studies outline various policy and financial
instruments to attract private sector investment in
urban regeneration of underutilized and unutilized
areas and the requisite infrastructure improvements.
In particular, each case study details the project
cycle, from the scoping phase and determination of
the initial amount of public sector investment, to
implementation and subsequent leveraged privatesector funds. This manual analyzes rates of return on
the investments and long-term financial sustainability.
Regenerating Urban Land guides local governments
to systematically identify the sequence of steps and
tasks needed to develop a regeneration policy
framework, with the participation of the private
sector. The manual also formulates specific policies
and instruments for expanding private sector
participation; structuring effective administrative and
legal frameworks; utilizing land
readjustment/assembly methods; determining
duration of contracts, adequate phasing, and timeline;
and balancing the distribution of risk and
sustainability measures.
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Real Options
Employment Practices Liability insurance is a
relatively recent phenomenon on the propert-casualty
insurance industry. The Practitioners Guide to
Defense of EPL Claims is a new guide by the Tort Trial
and Insurance Practice Section that covers punitive
damages, investigating EPLI-covered claims,
emotional injury, and litigation of EPLI claims.

Psychopathy and Law
The individual investor's comprehensive guide to
momentum investing Quantitative Momentum brings
momentum investing out of Wall Street and into the
hands of individual investors. In his last book,
Quantitative Value, author Wes Gray brought
systematic value strategy from the hedge funds to
the masses; in this book, he does the same for
momentum investing, the system that has been
shown to beat the market and regularly enriches the
coffers of Wall Street's most sophisticated investors.
First, you'll learn what momentum investing is not: it's
not 'growth' investing, nor is it an esoteric academic
concept. You may have seen it used for asset
allocation, but this book details the ways in which
momentum stands on its own as a stock selection
strategy, and gives you the expert insight you need to
make it work for you. You'll dig into its behavioral
psychology roots, and discover the key tactics that
are bringing both institutional and individual investors
flocking into the momentum fold. Systematic
investment strategies always seem to look good on
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paper, but many fall down in practice. Momentum
investing is one of the few systematic strategies with
legs, withstanding the test of time and the rigor of
academic investigation. This book provides invaluable
guidance on constructing your own momentum
strategy from the ground up. Learn what momentum
is and is not Discover how momentum can beat the
market Take momentum beyond asset allocation into
stock selection Access the tools that ease DIY
implementation The large Wall Street hedge funds
tend to portray themselves as the sophisticated elite,
but momentum investing allows you to 'borrow' one
of their top strategies to enrich your own portfolio.
Quantitative Momentum is the individual investor's
guide to boosting market success with a robust
momentum strategy.

Mergers & Acquisitions: A Practitioner's
Guide To Successful Deals
A guide to the popular and fast growing investment
opportunities of smart beta Equity Smart Beta and
Factor Investing for Practitioners offers a hands-on
guide to the popular investment opportunities of
smart beta, which is one of the fastest growing areas
within the global equity asset class. This wellbalanced book is written in accessible and
understandable terms and contains an in-depth
manual filled with analytical information and new
ideas. The authors—noted experts in the
field—include a definition of smart beta investing and
detail its history. They also explore the distinguishing
characteristics of smart beta strategies, offer an
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overview of factor investing, and reveal the
implementation of smart beta approaches.
Comprehensive in scope, the book contains helpful
examples of applications, real-life illustrative case
studies, and contributions from leading and respected
practitioners that explain how they approach smart
beta investing. This important book: Contains an indepth exploration of smart beta investing Includes the
information written in clear and accessible language
Presents helpful case studies, illustrative examples,
and contributions from leading and respected experts
Offers a must have resource coauthored by the Head
of Goldman Sachs’ equity smart beta business Written
for investors who want to tap into the opportunities
that smart beta offers, Equity Smart Beta and Factor
Investing for Practitioners is the comprehensive
resource for learning how to create more efficient
overall equity portfolios.

Equity Smart Beta and Factor Investing
for Practitioners
This edited volume covers the revised Basel Accord
framework due to be introduced by 2012 in the wake
of the global financial crisis. The new measures are
designed to update and strengthen the resilience of
the international banking sector, and this book will
cover in depth what the new measures mean in
practice.

The Volatility Surface
Praise for The Volatility Surface "I'm thrilled by the
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appearance of Jim Gatheral's new book The Volatility
Surface. The literature on stochastic volatility is vast,
but difficult to penetrate and use. Gatheral's book, by
contrast, is accessible and practical. It successfully
charts a middle ground between specific examples
and general models--achieving remarkable clarity
without giving up sophistication, depth, or breadth."
--Robert V. Kohn, Professor of Mathematics and Chair,
Mathematical Finance Committee, Courant Institute of
Mathematical Sciences, New York University "Concise
yet comprehensive, equally attentive to both theory
and phenomena, this book provides an unsurpassed
account of the peculiarities of the implied volatility
surface, its consequences for pricing and hedging,
and the theories that struggle to explain it."
--Emanuel Derman, author of My Life as a Quant "Jim
Gatheral is the wiliest practitioner in the business.
This very fine book is an outgrowth of the lecture
notes prepared for one of the most popular classes at
NYU's esteemed Courant Institute. The topics covered
are at the forefront of research in mathematical
finance and the author's treatment of them is simply
the best available in this form." --Peter Carr, PhD,
head of Quantitative Financial Research, Bloomberg
LP Director of the Masters Program in Mathematical
Finance, New York University "Jim Gatheral is an
acknowledged master of advanced modeling for
derivatives. In The Volatility Surface he reveals the
secrets of dealing with the most important but most
elusive of financial quantities, volatility." --Paul
Wilmott, author and mathematician "As a teacher in
the field of mathematical finance, I welcome Jim
Gatheral's book as a significant development. Written
by a Wall Street practitioner with extensive market
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and teaching experience, The Volatility Surface gives
students access to a level of knowledge on
derivatives which was not previously available. I
strongly recommend it." --Marco Avellaneda, Director,
Division of Mathematical Finance Courant Institute,
New York University "Jim Gatheral could not have
written a better book." --Bruno Dupire, winner of the
2006 Wilmott Cutting Edge Research Award
Quantitative Research, Bloomberg LP

The Money Markets Handbook
An advanced method for financial institutions to
optimize Asset Liability Management for maximized
return and minimized risk Financial institutions today
are facing daunting regulatory and economic
challenges. As they manage bank regulation and
competition, institutions are also optimizing their
Asset Liability Management (ALM) operations. The
function of the ALM unit today goes beyond risk
management related to the banking book into
managing regulatory capital and positioning the
balance sheet to maximize profit. Asset Liability
Management Optimization: A Practitioner's Guide to
Balance Sheet Management and Remodelling offers a
step-by-step process for modeling and reshaping a
bank's balance sheet. Based on the author's
extensive research, it describes how to apply a
quantifiable optimization method to help maximize
asset return and minimize funding cost in the banking
book. ALM ranks as a key component of any financial
institution's overall operating strategy. Now, financial
professionals can use an advanced solution for
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optimizing ALM. This book takes a closer look at the
evolving role of the ALM function and the target
position of the banking book. It provides strategies for
active management, structuring, and hedging of a
bank balance sheet, while also exploring additional
topics related to ALM. A description of the Funds
Transfer Pricing (FTP) process related to a bank’s
target position Detailed examinations of interest rate
risk in the banking book (IRRBB) Discussion of Basel III
regulatory requirements and maturity gap analysis
Overview of customer behavior, along with its impact
on interest rate and liquidity risk Practical
spreadsheet models (NII sensitivity and EVE volatility
IRRBB model, simplified optimization model for
minimization of average funding cost for a bank and
an example of behavioral model for Non-Maturing
Deposits) Explorations of model risk, sensitivity
analysis, and case studies The optimization
techniques found in Asset Liability Management
Optimization can prove vital to financial professionals
who are tasked with maximizing asset return and
reducing funding costs as a critical part of business
objectives.

Information Risk Management
Economic Capital - A practitioner's guide introduces a
new shortfall based approach for calculating
Economic Capital that does not rely on copulas for
aggregating business line results. The 90 page book
addresses the following themes The limitations of
regulatory capitalThe underlying methodology of
current economic capital models used by bank
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regulatorsThe criteria for a new shortfall based
economic capital model including the appeal of using
accounting dataThe alternative model process and
expected output from the proposed new economic
capital modelConnecting expected loss, unexpected
loss, probability of default, loss given default and
exposure at defaultA detailed case study using
publicly available financial data from Goldman Sachs,
JP Morgan Chase, Wells Fargo Bank, Barclays Bank
and Citibank.

Portfolio Construction for Today's
Markets
The Practitioners Guide is a comprehensive and
authoritative instructional guide for IT professionals
on Software Asset Management. The reader is guided
through all 27 ISO SAM processes step by step,
identifying the activities required to complete a
maturity assessment based on the ISO/IEC
19770-1:2012 Standard for Software Asset
Management.

A Guide to Starting Your Hedge Fund
A top risk management practitioner addresses the
essentialaspects of modern financial risk
management In the Second Edition of Financial Risk
Management +Website, market risk expert Steve
Allen offers an insider'sview of this discipline and
covers the strategies, principles, andmeasurement
techniques necessary to manage and measure
financialrisk. Fully revised to reflect today's dynamic
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environment and thelessons to be learned from the
2008 global financial crisis, thisreliable resource
provides a comprehensive overview of the entirefield
of risk management. Allen explores real-world issues
such as proper mark-to-marketvaluation of trading
positions and determination of needed
reservesagainst valuation uncertainty, the structuring
of limits to controlrisk taking, and a review of
mathematical models and how they cancontribute to
risk control. Along the way, he shares valuablelessons
that will help to develop an intuitive feel for market
riskmeasurement and reporting. Presents key insights
on how risks can be isolated, quantified,and managed
from a top risk management practitioner Offers up-todate examples of managing market and creditrisk
Provides an overview and comparison of the various
derivativeinstruments and their use in risk hedging
Companion Website contains supplementary
materials that allowyou to continue to learn in a
hands-on fashion long after closingthe book Focusing
on the management of those risks that can
besuccessfully quantified, the Second Edition of
FinancialRisk Management + Websiteis the definitive
source for managingmarket and credit risk.

Pricing and Hedging Financial
Derivatives
About the book- The book “standards on auditing – a
Practitioner's guide” is a very useful tool for statutory
auditors of corporate entities. The book has been
divided in two divisions. Division I, has the key
Highlights and practice pointer issues on standards on
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auditing and standards for engagement, review,
related services (SAS, saes, sres, srss). it contains the
interpretation on of these "engagement and quality
control standards", in simple language, along with
analysis of critical issues faced during
implementation. It aims to assist the auditor in
drafting various types of reports & letters and
resolving challenges faced during an engagement. In
division II, detailed Audit checklist has been provided
for relevant items of financial statements, including
MAT liability or credit and Caro 2016 with clause by
clause Specimen reporting. This division also covers
the practice pointers for accounting Standards on
various issues. Key features - Key points of all the
engagement and quality control standards (eqcs)
issued by Isai - Practice pointers on Audit queries
under eqcs with recommendations - Audit checklists
for various items of financial statements under
accounting Standards' Compliant schedule III Practice pointers on accounting queries and
recommendations under accounting Standards - Caro,
2016 – checklists and Specimen reporting.

Asset Recovery Handbook
Securitisation is used as a low-cost way of raising
additional finance and provides longer-term funds
than can be obtained through traditional forms of
debt. Securitisation also has the effect of creating
liquidity out of illiquid assets, giving firms access to a
cash stream that would typically take years to
materialise.
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Software Asset Management Maturity
Assessment
Praise for Treasury Management The Practitioner's
Guide "Steven Bragg has written a broad-based look
at the treasurer's function that is as timely as it is
complete. This book is an excellent choice for
experienced treasury personnel, those new to the
area, or the small business CFO needing to develop
additional expertise." ?Matthew Boutte, Asset/Liability
Manager, AVP, Sterling Bank "Cash is king! Steven
Bragg's Treasury Management: The Practitioner's
Guide peels back the onion on the most pressing
topics facing today's treasurer?cash management,
financing, risk management, and treasury systems."
?Geoffrey Garland, Controller, Staco Systems "This
book gives an insight into the various intricacies,
augmented with examples and flowcharts, involved in
a treasury role. It gives a practical and detailed
approach to cash management. A must-read for
accounting heads of small businesses who have the
additional responsibility of being a treasurer." ?Priya K
Srinivasan, Owner, Priya K Srinivasan CPA Treasury
Management: The Practitioner's Guide describes all
aspects of the treasury function. This comprehensive
book includes chapters covering the treasury
department, cash transfer methods, cash forecasting,
cash concentration, working capital management,
debt management, equity management, investment
management, foreign exchange risk management,
interest risk management, clearing and settlement
systems, and treasury systems. If you are a treasurer,
CFO, cash manager, or controller, Treasury
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Management: The Practitioner's Guide allows you to
quickly grasp the real world of treasury management
and the many practical and strategic issues faced by
treasurers and financial professionals today.

Quantitative Momentum
Successful hedge fund investing begins with wellinformedstrategy A Guide to Starting Your Hedge
Fund is a practical,definitive "how-to" guide, designed
to help managers design andlaunch their own funds,
and to help investors select and diligencenew funds.
The first book to examine the practical aspects
ofsetting up and operating funds with a focus on
energy commoditymarkets, this book scrutinises the
due diligence process andcomprehensively reviews
the opportunities and risks of all energycommodity
markets as hedge fund investments. Extensive
planning andstrategy advice prove invaluable to
prospective fund managers andinvestors alike, and
detailed discussion of the markets'constraints help
inform procedural decisions. Readers gain insightinto
practical matters including legal and commercial
structures,due diligence, fund raising, operations, and
more, allowing them toconstruct a concrete
investment plan before ever touching apenny. Asset
managers are looking to energy commodities to
provideattractive uncorrelated – if volatile – returns.
Thesehigh returns, however, are accompanied by high
risk. Few investorshave experience evaluating these
investment opportunities, and fewprospective fund
managers understand the market fundamentals
andtheir associated risks. This book provides the
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answers sorelylacking in hedge fund literature, giving
investors and fundmanagers the background they
need to make smarter decisions. Understand the
markets' structures, opportunities, andrisks Develop a
comprehensive, well-informed investment strategy
Conduct thorough due diligence with a detailed plan
Examine the practical aspects of fund raising, legal
and taxstructure, and more Oil has long been traded
by hedge funds, but electricity, thefuels that generate
electricity, and the environmental productslike
emissions allowances and weather derivatives have
become thenew "hot" investment strategies. These
high returns come withhigher risk, but A Guide to
Starting Your Hedge Fund ensuresparticipants have
essential information at their disposal.

Accounting for Investments, Fixed
Income Securities and Interest Rate
Derivatives
This handbook is designed as a 'how-to' manual that
guides practitioners as they grapple with the
strategic, organizational, investigative, and legal
challenges of recovering assets that have been stolen
by corrupt leaders and hidden abroad.

A Practitioner's Guide to Basel III and
Beyond
Psychopathy and Law: A Practitioner's Guide provides
those working in the fields of law, the military, social
and health services, politics, and business with a
comprehensive introduction to psychopathy and the
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ways of thinking that guide the psychopathic mind.
Features case examples and - unique from previous
texts in the field - links these to theory and empirical
research Represents an up-to-date resource for
scientists examining psychopathy Covers issues that
have never been dealt with in regard to psychopathy,
including those relating to families, civil law, war
crimes, economical crimes and organized crimes

Credit Portfolio Management
Praise for Financial Statement Analysis FOURTH
EDITION "I love this book. It helps to develop the
questioning mind—the mind of a financial detective. It
teaches the art of skepticism and critical thinking.
Readers go beyond definition and calculation and
learn interpretation." —Philip L. Cooley, PhD, Prassel
Distinguished Professor of Business, Trinity University
"Over my decades of involvement with high-yield
bonds, Marty Fridson has been the leading speaker of
truth. As he so accurately states in Financial
Statement Analysis, the credit investor is required to
engage in a game of cat-and-mouse with company
management's intent on minimizing their cost of
capital by putting a positive gloss on their financial
statements. The Fourth Edition of Marty's terrific book
is the bible on how to detect and deal with these
efforts." —Howard Marks, Chairman, Oaktree Capital
Management "Financial Statement Analysis is a
unique text; it combines great academic work with
numerous real-life examples to form a highly useful
reference for equity investors, debt holders, and
investors who straddle both asset classes. Whether
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you are an investor, an investment advisor, or a
teacher, Financial Statement Analysis will prove very
valuable." —Margaret M. Cannella, former head of
Global Credit Research, J.P. Morgan and Adjunct
Professor, Columbia Business School "Marty has seen
it all! He has had a front-row seat to see the birth,
death, and rebirth of the high-yield bond market . . .
several times over! In the Fourth Edition of Financial
Statement Analysis, Marty clearly demonstrates that
despite the enactment of Sarbanes-Oxley in 2002,
and other attempts to curtail abuse of the system,
one needs a critical analytical eye to be certain that
management is not trying to obfuscate the truth. The
case studies provide excellent and timely examples of
some of the techniques that companies have used to
mislead investors." —Edward Z. Emmer, former global
head of Corporate and Government Ratings and
Equity Research, Standard & Poor's "Those who read
financial statements without understanding the
strategic context in which they are written will land on
the losing end of the gripping episodes with which
bond-market legend Marty Fridson illustrates in the
Fourth Edition of his classic reference, Financial
Statement Analysis. And all of us who depend on the
markets sending capital to its best use should hope
that investors read this book first." —David Musto,
Professor of Finance, the Wharton School of the
University of Pennsylvania "This book rightly urges
resolute skepticism when inspecting financial
statements. Its great value, though, is in the plainspoken stripping down of real-world and illustrative
examples that show how to see past the numbers to
the practicalities and incentives behind them—and so
help analysts and journalists alike ask the right
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questions." —Richard Beales, Assistant Editor, Reuters
Breakingviews

Financial Risk Management
The essential strategies and concepts necessary for
proper investment analysis From the theory and basis
of financial analysis to portfolio management
applications, The Portable Financial Analyst, Second
Edition addresses these often controversial and
difficult topics without the technical jargon and
mathematical symbolism that usually complicate
these matters. This unique collection of essays
addresses the questions that are at the heart of every
analyst’s and investor’s dilemma: how to make
decisions in the face of unknown forces and how to
assert some control over the outcome. The Portable
Financial Analyst, Second Edition covers a wide range
of concepts, methodologies, and strategies that every
financial professional and investor must be aware of,
including uncertainty, duration and convexity, CAPM,
regressions, estimating volatility, simulation methods,
return and risk, term structure of interest rates,
commodity futures contracts, and much more. Filled
with valuable advice and practical techniques, this
book will show readers how to employ the tools of
mathematics, statistics, and common sense when
evaluating past results and projecting future
performance. Mark Kritzman (Cambridge, MA) is
Managing Partner of Windham Capital Management
Boston and a Senior Partner of State Street
Associates. Mr. Kritzman has written numerous
articles for academic and professional journals and is
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the author of six books, including Puzzles of Finance
(0-471-24657-3).

Economic Capital - A practitioner's guide
Credit Portfolio Management is a topical text on
approaches to the active management of credit risks.
The book is a valuable, up to date guide for portfolio
management practitioners. Its content comprises of
three main parts: The framework for managing credit
risks, Active Credit Portfolio Management in practice
and Hedging techniques and toolkits.

The Practitioner's Guide to Data Quality
Improvement
Behavioural investing seeks to bridge the gap
between psychology and investing. All too many
investors are unaware of the mental pitfalls that await
them. Even once we are aware of our biases, we must
recognise that knowledge does not equal behaviour.
The solution lies is designing and adopting an
investment process that is at least partially robust to
behavioural decision-making errors. Behavioural
Investing: A Practitioner’s Guide to Applying
Behavioural Finance explores the biases we face, the
way in which they show up in the investment process,
and urges readers to adopt an empirically based
sceptical approach to investing. This book is unique in
combining insights from the field of applied
psychology with a through understanding of the
investment problem. The content is practitioner
focused throughout and will be essential reading for
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any investment professional looking to improve their
investing behaviour to maximise returns. Key features
include: The only book to cover the applications of
behavioural finance An executive summary for every
chapter with key points highlighted at the chapter
start Information on the key behavioural biases of
professional investors, including The seven sins of
fund management, Investment myth busting, and The
Tao of investing Practical examples showing how
using a psychologically inspired model can improve
on standard, common practice valuation tools Written
by an internationally renowned expert in the field of
behavioural finance

Financial Statement Analysis
Praise for Financial Statement Analysis A
Practitioner's Guide Third Edition "This is an
illuminating and insightful tour of financial
statements, how they can be used to inform, how
they can be used to mislead, and how they can be
used to analyze the financial health of a company."
-Professor Jay O. Light Harvard Business School
"Financial Statement Analysis should be required
reading for anyone who puts a dime to work in the
securities markets or recommends that others do the
same." -Jack L. Rivkin Executive Vice President
(retired) Citigroup Investments "Fridson and Alvarez
provide a valuable practical guide for understanding,
interpreting, and critically assessing financial reports
put out by firms. Their discussion of profits-'quality of
earnings'-is particularly insightful given the recent
spate of reporting problems encountered by firms. I
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highly recommend their book to anyone interested in
getting behind the numbers as a means of predicting
future profits and stock prices." -Paul Brown ChairDepartment of Accounting Leonard N. Stern School of
Business, NYU "Let this book assist in financial
awareness and transparency and higher standards of
reporting, and accountability to all stakeholders."
-Patricia A. Small Treasurer Emeritus, University of
California Partner, KCM Investment Advisors "This
book is a polished gem covering the analysis of
financial statements. It is thorough, skeptical and
extremely practical in its review." -Daniel J. Fuss Vice
Chairman Loomis, Sayles & Company, LP

Property Asset Management
Legendary investment gurus Warren Buffett and Ed
Thorp represent different ends of the investing
spectrum: one a value investor, the other a quant.
While Buffett and Thorp have conflicting philosophical
approaches, they agree that the market is beatable.
In Quantitative Value, Wesley Gray and Tobias Carlisle
take the best aspects from the disciplines of value
investing and quantitative investing and apply them
to a completely unique and winning approach to stock
selection. As the authors explain, the quantitative
value strategy offers a superior way to invest:
capturing the benefits of a value investing philosophy
without the behavioral errors associated with "stock
picking." To demystify their innovative approach,
Gray and Carlisle outline the framework for
quantitative value investing, including the four key
elements of the investment process: How to avoid
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stocks that can cause a permanent loss of capital:
Learn how to uncover financial statement
manipulation, fraud, and financial distress How to find
stocks with the highest quality: Discover how to find
strong economic franchises and robust financial
strength. Gray and Carlisle look at long-term returns
on capital and assets, free cash flow, and a variety of
metrics related to margins and general financial
strength The secret to finding deeply undervalued
stocks: Does the price-to-earnings ratio find
undervalued stocks better than free cash flow? Gray
and Carlisle examine the historical data on over 50
valuation ratios, including some unusual metrics, rare
multi-year averages, and uncommon combinations
The five signals sent by smart money: The book
uncovers the signals sent by insiders, short sellers,
shareholder activists, and institutional investment
managers After detailing the quantitative value
investment process, Gray and Carlisle conduct a
historical test of the resulting quantitative value
model. Their conclusions are surprising and
counterintuitive. This reliable resource includes a
companion website that offers a monthly-updated
screening tool to find stocks using the model outlined
in the book, an updated back-testing tool, and a blog
about recent developments in quantitative value
investing. For any investor who wants to make the
most of their time in today's complex marketplace,
they should look no further than Quantitative Value.

Treasury Management
The survival and prosperity of any corporation over
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the long term depend on the company's ability to
grow and develop through a process of investment,
restructuring, and redeployment. Since the late 19th
century, mergers and acquisitions (M&As) have
become an essential vehicle for corporate change,
fuelled by synergies that could arise from expansion
of sales and earnings, reduction in cost, and lower
taxes and cost of capital.M&A transactions, however,
are complex and risky and are affected by the state
business cycle, financial conditions, regulations, and
technology. Approximately two-thirds of all M&A deals
fail. This book seeks to provide an effective and
comprehensive framework, predominantly embedded
in corporate finance, for achieving greater success.
Written by academics and practitioners, it integrates
business strategies with formal analysis relating to
M&A deal making, providing a coherent statement on
M&A by utilizing scholarly work with best practices by
industry.The authors provide extensive analytical
review and applications of the following critical M&A
issues: valuation, leveraged buyouts, payment
methods and their implications, tax issues, corporate
governance, and the regulatory environment,
including antitrust in M&A. The book globalizes the
M&A model by extending it to cross-border business,
risk and select hedging methods, and addresses
postmerger integration.This book is intended as a
reading text for a course in M&A for undergraduates
and MBA programs, and for practitioners as a
handbook.

Behavioural Investing
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The only guide focusing entirely on practical
approaches to pricing and hedging derivatives One
valuable lesson of the financial crisis was that
derivatives and risk practitioners don't really
understand the products they're dealing with. Written
by a practitioner for practitioners, this book delivers
the kind of knowledge and skills traders and finance
professionals need to fully understand derivatives and
price and hedge them effectively. Most derivatives
books are written by academics and are long on
theory and short on the day-to-day realities of
derivatives trading. Of the few practical guides
available, very few of those cover pricing and
hedging—two critical topics for traders. What matters
to practitioners is what happens on the trading
floor—information only seasoned practitioners such as
authors Marroni and Perdomo can impart. Lays out
proven derivatives pricing and hedging strategies and
techniques for equities, FX, fixed income and
commodities, as well as multi-assets and cross-assets
Provides expert guidance on the development of
structured products, supplemented with a range of
practical examples Packed with real-life examples
covering everything from option payout with delta
hedging, to Monte Carlo procedures to common
structured products payoffs The Companion Website
features all of the examples from the book in Excel
complete with source code

Standards On Auditing- A Practitioner’S
Guide, 2E
The analysis is enriched with case histories and case
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solutions. The end-of-chapter questions and problems
provide both experience and additional insights into
the application of real options. In this revised edition,
a solutions manual relating to these end-of-chapter
questions and problems is now available free of
charge to assist in understanding and teaching real
options.
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